TALON HEAD

TECH SPECIFICATIONS:
Mechanical Speed – 540 degrees each axis
Pan Speed – 2.0 sec for 180 degrees
Tilt Speed – 2.0 sec for 180 degrees
Max camera Payload – 60 LBS
Weight – 22.5 pounds
Height – 20.5 inches
Width – 12 Inches

FEATURES:
Programmable motion limits
backpan compensation
2 Axis Head (Pan/Tilt)
UnderSlung or OverSlung Mounting

CONTROLS:
Wheels
PanBar
Joysticks

MOTION CONTROL:
Record and playback up to 2000 takes 34 minutes
Preston MDR2 Compatible
Fujinon and Canon serial lens control
Bloop Light
Live Record and Playback Feature

WIDTH – 12 inches